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THE STREET LOCATIONS: DOWNTOWN CLEVELAND, OCTOBER 31, 1963

John Q. Barrett*

KEY TO MARKED LOCATIONS ON THE MAP

1. Detective Martin McFadden testified that he was walking east on Huron Road, on the south side of the street, when he first observed John Terry and Richard Chilton.

2. Terry and Chilton stood on the corner of Huron Road and Euclid Avenue.

3. Rogoff's store. McFadden testified that he stood in the doorway of Rogoff's and continued to observe Terry and Chilton.

4. A jewelry store and a United Airlines ticket office. McFadden testified that he observed Terry and Chilton take turns walking from the corner to these store windows and back again.

5. McFadden testified that he saw a third man, Carl Katz, walk on the north side of Huron Road to the corner of Huron and Euclid. He spoke there with Terry and Chilton. He then walked west on Euclid.

6. Zucker's men's store, 1120 Euclid Avenue. McFadden testified that he saw Terry and Chilton walk west from the corner of Huron and Euclid to the sidewalk in front of Zucker's, where the stood with Katz. McFadden approached and questioned the three men. He then frisked Terry outside the store, ordered all three men into the store, seized a gun from Terry, frisked Chilton, seized a gun from him, frisked Katz, and placed all three men under arrest.

* Assistant Professor, St. John's University School of Law. The accompanying map was drawn by Jill Dinneen (SJU Law '99), based on Sanborn maps from the 1950s and 1960s, photographs and eyewitness descriptions of downtown Cleveland then and now. Thanks to Environmental Data Resources, Inc., which located relevant maps and provided them swiftly at a discount price; to Judith Torres (Cleveland-Marshall College of Law '98), who took very helpful photographs of the corner; and to Sarah, Joseph and Katya, who agreed to add a Cleveland stop to our summer vacation.